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That’s How The Light Gets In
  

As this long pandemic period is finally starting to lift, we hope you’ll be pleased to know that
Canada Now is bringing you a fresh selection of cinematic northern lights to add even more
to the gathering brightness. It may not be a perfect solution, but we promise it will help. As
our late, great poet Leonard Cohen once wrote, “Forget your perfect offering/There is a crack
in everything/That’s how the light gets in.

  
And so, let’s let that light in. 

  
Sign-up to continue receiving your CANADA NOW newsletter! 

As part of this annual celebration of the amazing contributions of Asian Canadians to our
cultural mosaic, Canada Now is proud to present these impressive films by these filmmakers.
Ranging from comedy to drama, animation to documentary, these films reflect experiences
and heritages from Central, South, and East Asia through a distinctively Canadian
perspective: Sandra Oh stars as a struggling single mother whose daughter decides that
Taoist magic will make everything better, in Mina Shum’s LONG LIFE, HAPPINESS AND
PROSPERITY; Oh’s voice can also be heard as Rosie, a Chinese Persian Canadian poet
invited to a life-altering poetry festival in Iran, in Ann Marie Fleming’s animated marvel,
WINDOW HORSES; in Eisha Marjara’s witty comic drama of identity, VENUS, transitioning
woman Sid is surprised to learn that 14 years ago she became a father and now her son
wants to get to know his lost parent; Ann Shin’s intense documentary, THE DEFECTOR:
ESCAPE FROM NORTH KOREA, moves us through the shadowy worlds of human
smuggling along the dangerous Chinese-North Korean border.

 

Our monthly ‘Indigenous Voices’ spotlight features the daring,
groundbreaking drama, EDGE OF THE KNIFE.  Set in the 19th
century on the island of Haida Gwaii on British Columbia’s northern
Pacific coast, it is the tale of a man who retreats alone into the forest
after a tragic accident takes the life of his beloved nephew. Wracked
with grief and hounded by spirits, he slowly transforms himself in his
wilderness exile. Made entirely in two dialects of a nearly extinct
Haida language, Edge of the Knife is spellbinding.

 

 
For our Classic selection in May, take a trip down America’s fabled
highway with quirky jazzman barber Pokey Jones (Don McKellar) as
he drives from Canada to New Orleans with a coffin on the roof. It’s a
trip filled with Americana, iconic Mississippi River landscapes, and
eccentric characters, including the Devil himself. Released in 1991,
veteran director Bruce McDonald’s HIGHWAY 61 is a road movie like
no other. Bon voyage!

 

For a bit of levity, there is DR. CABBIE (presented for World Day for
Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development), a comedy about a
newly arrived Indian physician who, until his medical license is
approved by Canadian authorities, must drive a taxi, which leads to
hilarious cross-cultural encounters and perhaps even to true love.

 

To celebrate all our mothers, we’re presenting critically-acclaimed
Vancouver filmmaker Carl Bessai’s moving drama, MOTHERS AND
DAUGHTERS, a film that explores the sometimes tumultuous
relationships between three mothers and three daughters. Examining
in its trio of stories the pain and the joys of motherhood (and
daughterhood — you can’t have one without the other!), Bessai’s film
stars three of Canada’s most accomplished screen performers, Babz
Chula, Gabrielle Rose, and Tantoo Cardinal. 

 

The National Film Board of Canada’s selections also include a tribute to Asian Canadian
filmmakers, with Yung Chang’s extraordinary documentary about the relocation of millions of
Chinese people during the building of the Three Gorges Dam, UP THE YANGTZE, as well as
Julia Kwan’s poetic portrait of Vancouver’s changing Chinatown district, EVERYTHING WILL
BE. The NFB also pays tribute to Jewish American Heritage Month with MARTHA, a startling
portrait of 90 year-old Holocaust survivor, Marta Katz, whose strength, dignity, and, yes —
somehow — good humour will astonish you. In another region of astonishment, there’s THE
SOCALLED MOVIE, a lively documentary about the inventive musical experimentalist known
as ‘Socalled.’ Rounding out the NFB’s May offerings is Indigenous filmmaker Tasha
Hubbard’s BIRTH OF A FAMILY, the powerful story of four Indigenous siblings who were
separated from their mother and from each other in the 1960s by Canadian government
policy. Hubbard’s unforgettable documentary chronicles their reunion decades later.

  
CANADA NOW is powered by Telefilm Canada in partnership with Cultural Service of the Consulate General
of Canada in New York with the support of the National Film Board of Canada.
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